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PABLO LENNIS #£O. Edited by John Thiel, 30 N.’ 10th Street, Lafayette, Indiana U79OU. It 
price is 2$^ or you 16c, trade,'.contribute "filler” material,so much better than that.Oct— 
obre 1979—did you think/I would type "octagon?” •

CLEAR SAXOPHONE CADENZAS (editorial)...it occurs to me that it is not really neces- 
sary to have a standard format, everything in its place, editorial, zine reviews, book

-reviews, letters, poem by Herbert Jerry Baker here, Hot Dog Filler there, et ceteramo. With 
this issue I am going to start a”running commentary" format where I use material when it 
comes up, editorialize when I feel, like doing so, and so forth. This is similar to the

(format I had in the first two issues, which continued to permeate issues After that one. 
The reason for this is. so that. I can type a little PL every day, when the creative juices 
flow, and have some way to spend my time each evening, also the format is much more relax- 

.....ing for the reader to.look at. ' .
Well? Do you think I’m in a bomb shelter? Has the illusion succeeded? Or do you 

think I’m in a Jack Finney novel, fleeing pods? Both answera are correct, but you cannot 
sense the true meaning of thaA now. ‘ -

As you know, it has been mytask in a lot of pre-subseqpent editorials to find out 
where sci-fi is at.’ Now I say that it is to be located inside a half-dried pile of dog 
offal. How large is its readership? Several thousand, I’d estimate. What do its writers 
scratch? Their burning red bums. SF is an unconsecrated wasteland of sacriledge, blas
phemy, and half-assed premeditated evil. Now you are asking why I read the stuff. In or- 
der to find an occasional Heinlein or Asimov, Doc Smith gem. ’

I have nothing more to say editorially at the present, but here are some fanzines: 
HUGO AWARDS AT SEACCN Joanne Burger—for NFFF members only. She says she’ll write a trip 
report on her visit to the seacon. I don’t know about you, but it’s dull reading to me 
to see who gets these awards.

THE NATIONAL FANTASY FAN, edited by Owen Laurion, came through with my regular col
umn, NEWS PUBLICITY DEPT. REPORT, in it, but Laurion had negledted to print the platforms 
of candidates in the forthcoming elections, .1 didn’t send him one, so I don’t care.

EAST TEXAS RIP-OFF— I’ll bet you thought that was the name of a zine, didn’t you? 
Well, I just made it up. Actually it's a description of some land activity that’s going 
:on down there now.

STAR JAWS Allan Beatty, PO Box 10h0, Ames, Iowa $0010 is actually PHOTRON and has 
' an article of mine in it that Beatty has been meaning to print for three and a half years 

now, but didn't get around to it because he wasn'? getting PHOTRON out. Similarly, there 
is material by some other people in here. LOCH JAW, beatty, where you speak quay words 
before sailing the oceans of space— right on, old times.

THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF DREAMSNAKE by John Thiel
A small child asks me, "But what did she cure?"
Merely the venoms of this poison'd age. Her instrument was a snake, which she car

ried about with her in her purse, and she had others besides. There was Grass the asp, 
Sand the rattler, and Mist the cobra. This "Pandora's Box" of healing power would be o- 
pened whenever there were the sick. Swish, swish, the head of one or the‘other of the 

' Dreamsnakes, sometimes several, would come forth.
She operated on a diseased and dying planet. Some did. not revere her healing powers. 

To these she gave a mere flick of the wrist, though they did drag her down in one time.
Why did she not cure another culture? For example, a culture that had never heard of 

, snakes might have been cured- in the same way. I would even go so far as to say that her 
presense at the upcoming WindyCon would not be unsolicited. Any science fiction fans who 
had had a "rum go" eould be fully cured at her booth, if a cure were possible.

"I must watch now. I watch on the hills,”
Naturally,•-Her snakes needed an interval to weave in the wind, and besides, she had 

it in her mind te capture a young python and raise it to maturity, adding it to. her other 
snakes. For the venom of the "Little Adddrs” as they were laughingly, categorically called 
could easily be abetted by the python's ability to cure a strong man, whu could be compress 
cd like a young ox without being damaged (too much) and receive the same form of cure a 
man receives from hot and cold compressed, (THE WARM BLOOD OF THE MAN, THE COLD BLOOD OF 
THE SNAKE.) ’ ’

< It would be asking too much of Snake for her to be required to travel from planet to 
planet, although-Isaac Asthmov describes a culture in both of his books that could probably 
benefit from her knowledge. Instead, we have Snake in a culture imagined by Elst Wein
stein's branch of APA-H, ruled over by such gods as Frealaf Thoralfsson and Flieg Hollan
der. The Castle Gafiate might call upon her services; Gorchlor might want to try the cure, 
or Kragos Milles. Everyone would gawp in awe as they saw. one person after another, deemed 
"incurabile," heal't by th powers of this fascinating person.

Snake knows how to work her magic, son. Just make sure she doesn't cure thy eneny. 
If left to herself, she'd have everybody marching healthily into the sun. She goes from 
place to place where they have need of her. • She doesn't stop in places where people are 
healthy. She has memorized the Cubraic Laws, and she has as a familiar the mjrthic snake, 
Swambu El Ropo. •

Vonda McIntyre has created a wonderful world, perhaps the best of which she is capa
ble. Why not people it with persons you know? Her book leaves much to the imagination. 
You could have miniature, Barsoomian war-games there.

LETTERS: BURT LIBE, P.O. Box 1196, Los Altos, California 91(022: I’d LOVE to get down to 
"brass tacks” if I could ever figure out wheat they were in your fragile "universe.” It 
takes time to get a feel for a zine. Your content is frustrating, but at least not as 
frustrating ap RUNE, Be patient, Pablo..,uh,,.John (By the wyy, who's Pablo Lennis, any
way?). Sooner or later I'll find my niche. And when I do, you'll be off and-running.
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■ you rea SF and seething slowly dan
gles down i ront of your eyes

do call myself an 
My pad is a living 

of every race of octoped

t Libe's pad is the land
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where "spots race 

■ across the -worn rug

Come,-on, John—be man enough to ad
mit when you're wrong. Also, please

.don’t be too hard with Edwin'Teale.
He’s made considerable money from the 
sale of many books and articles about 
nature, which you haven’t. Also, you’ll 

.never make a good spiderolbgist, or
? even mantis-ologist. Admit it, my 

boy) Where do you ever find time to
. look for genitals on spiders through 

microscopes? Have you already for
gotten about the human female? Spiders 
dp. have genitals, but they’re hidden 

 

irfeide the body fr01/ horny humans with

• roaches, flea 
• nc/t here. B

ear on the, ceiling. Where

be stomped by ol' Burt
One fellow had the gall to construct a gigantic gossamer smack dab in the middle of 

my front foom, and sat there right in the middle waiting. Quite a construction for only 
a few hours while I was away at work. • He sat there and eyed me as a "battle-plan"formed 
in my mind. Two wadded pieces of paper towels swatted together from opposite directions 
ended the career of this architect. Another brazen soul laid some thick ropes across my 
front door, inside, while I was’ sleeping (of all the nervel). And when I went to go out, 
I was grabbed by the strongest web I’ve ever fought. As I backed away, Mr. Spider (or 
Miss Spider) dame out to saver his meal of that 200-plus pound human he caught. He knew 
he’s scored a big:"catch," but maybe never realized HCW big) He crawled out all over the 
place looking and looking for that evqsive Burt. And while he looked,...! acquired the 
faithful wadded paper towels. Then...whoppo) Scratch one more spider) Jesus, he was a 

• BIG one) And so goes the ecology of my pad-weet-pad.
Oh, what controversy can I create? Anybody want to hear more about the Cottingley 

Fairies? I’ve met Elsie and Frances. Steve Sneyd, you know what I’m talking about. They 
showed the fairy play again on BBG-1, I’m into something more fascinating—tape-recording 
voices from "beyond." 4get H.L. Gold?)- Basically, you get the right equipment, turn the 
volume up full, then record. And in the "white noise," when you listen carefully enough, 
are very distinct voices that speak strange phrases in strange rhythms. Some claim these 
are "voices from the dead." I have no idea where they’re from, but they're there. At 
full volume, you get the usual cacaphony of birds, dogs, cats, stomach growls, and maybe 
some neighbors bumping into the walls. And the "voices" might even be neighbors speaking 
loudly, or even the recorder circuitry picking up radio waves. I just don't know; but 
the study is fascinating. It's hard to understand the voices. And they speak in such a 
strange rhythm that the ear doesn't always catch them. But with careful listening, they 
•show up. I'll give a sample of what I got on tape so far. One male voice said "Not very 
long," while another said "enough for today." Other male voices said "hello" and "good 
morning." An interesting statement (male) was "Not very good world." Another said "Good 

. Luck." A female voice said "Look at you)" And another female voice, my favorite, iden
tified herself: "I'm Carol." She spoke clearly and somewhat harshly. -(Well, that sounds 

•about like what we do around here. How does it feel to look into strange realms?-)
SNAKE STORY by Beatrice Mahaffy

This is a picture of a snake. The reason it was not available had to do with the 
drug store. They had no edited film. They were not masters of themselves, A group of 
them went up there and they were at the store. They distorted the picture. How it wound 
up in the book was they had it placed there. The book originally did not have a snake. 
They thought one would suit it. Then it became a snake book.

This information is for the source of the' Shake. Where it is found*and how it may 
be located. You go up the tree. To the tree; When you get to the stem you stop. There



may be berries there. 
Ten ways to find 

the snake:
1. You go get

car and wind up the 
until you.see the

Then you stop

2. You find it 
You hear it there. Then 

unexplained mystery.
• 3. You open your

in the zoo, 
you find the

shirt and find the
other way thgt is there.

U. You other the square and find the 
short stop,
5. You look for two snakes and find there is only

6. You wish for it and then pull everything away 
slowly,

■ ?• You look in your garage and then sling it 
around the other way.

8. You don’t look for it. It looks for you, and 
then you don’t find it, (were the other steps wasted?-)

9. All of the eight ways will work. It is working ; 
for you now.

10. he tenth way is the most difficult. You find a way to disobserve the other 
This way now works. You cannot help finding the snake, though you try to avoid it.

The time problem:
1. There are no other ways than this to solve them, that you observe there when the 

.snake is getting larger. (I suppose you think the whole thing is cleared up now.}
2. You find it cleared out of your house. (I like this one.)-
3. You remove everything that is not the snake. (On 'the principle that it has some

thing to do with it?-) 
FURTHER NOTES ABOUT THE SNAKE:

What the door is: This is a hole in the world. Through this about anybody can enter* 
How it relates to reality is through the camera. The camera became the world. The book 
was part of the world folding in. Nobody knows about this. The man standing there is not 
the reader. He is a part of the spirit of revolution. He was later disembowled. (For 
■insurrection or lack of vitality?-) He is put there on purpose'to signify the departure of 
the spirits. His ghost should have been removed. (To hear ybu tell it, it practically was4 
He is irreligious. The tree is not as small as it appears to be. This is the camera, How-
ever after time the leaves will become real and the tree will become visible, as there are 
indications as to what Is really here.

Now here is the important part. The e®ake .can grab one. As it is not really a photo
graph but what might really be there. The snake can clarify itself anywhere, (what about 
Washington D.C.?-) After awhile, it will. 1^ has a hold on reality. It is the best snake 
there ever was. The tree can be omitted completely. The snake is fatal to have only once 
seen it. As to the matter of time there qre but a few days left, hopefully less. Already 

, it is coming alive. It will accellerate. The trees in the background will become the city, 
• —Thisis not an Anapoles*python. Python should be spelled with a capital letter. They i

, bulge. The tree is big. The python is up on the tree. There is not more than one Python ' 
.there, or one snake. The snake’s tail is large. It drums when it moves, The 
picture window in the background was there. It was not 'there. The light
was there. It was 
really alive. The 
he was there after

in the thing they took pictures with. The men were not 
man that is there is not seen in the picture. But 
the picture. Then he was taken out.
(Where, snake. 
Great big snake

Give, take snake. Coils. Python
Snake send

Great big coils. Big python 
Must ground./ Move,

Snake line dross, 
i. Snake ground snake

Ahsense filled. Snake without anything. Any
thing gone. 28 Feqr not. Take not.

—Way (how). Ground, air, snake. Other not.
---- Television, camera. Snake circus. Not throw 

Motionless.)
This is a snake of the Anapoles variety, found in a very', 

varigated condition at the poles. There are several of them. 
They were first-spotted by Izrucan explorer Jakob Obergau, 
and several more of them were brought into consideration be
fore the severalled explorers of "Old Dutch Colony," Djkarta 
SeveralXof them, in fact. There were two more before this one 
One of them was named "Irony" and the other was named "Peter." 
Several of them bore the same name. There is no relation betwed 

them and the South Arabic Jackyl, save of the Adriatic wind.
The various "squarqs" of this picture represent the Severalled 
Naming, which was found once in Industan. This picture was 

\ dusty, "lifted" from "book," in the south Asiatic empire, 
There should be "ocean" in it, too. Several Nairobi saw the 

same thing, this picture. Here is the story of h°w it.was 
first spotted and named.



breaking wk

Firstj there was t&e. location of its habitat, which was supposed
ly Nairobi. The-tree is "not" a Dutch Elm. The whole place is a 

V.plateau marker. The "table" existed some several quantities of
■three in terms of yards back from the place of the picture. On 
it, a quantity' of tea. The cameras were located, but first the 

"'makeup of their film, a Dutch "bottish" variety of plume de 
tante ,h.00 graphic Xc markup film purchased in a local Borneo 
store, or "Deli." The picture was shbt from three seperate 

. angles, of which this is the Northeast Lateral angle, only it’s 
'■.'more from the Southeast. The camera was set oh a tripod and 

frame to prevent shaking and overexposure. Height of the tri- 
pdd was feet. The c^nera was slightly tilted upward. The 

' height of the snake itself is merely 6| feet.
The rdason the branch does not break is that it was in fact in the l

when the pciture was shot. This takes a little time,, of course. There is obviously no 
prop at the other end—the concept is laughable. However, once the branch had broken, the 
snake showed some desire to climb, or "crawl up," the tree again. The snake, originally, 
got on the branch with little regard for whether it would break or not, and this was the 

;’’b,'moment when first its full length was resting on the 'branch. The cameramen had been wait
ing for it to "hold still" as it were. Once they had shot the picture, they were joyous 
and glad indeed, and weren’t they amused when all at once the branch collapsed, and didn’t 
they laugh!

In the background are ferns and suchlike jungle growth, including the cardboard Ad
der’s Teeth plant, the Boo, and the Corporal Sprig, Above the picture are some painted 
leaves, done by Arabic artist Splinter D'Rhee. A rather slick tree which can be discerned 
on the left is a momo-d’aglon tree, complete with rief. The tree painted against the pain* 
ted -sky is the work of Gannerdale Brunstein, lort, moch,

ZINES: APA-H #67. This issue' is apparently edited by Kurt Erichsen, f>066 Jamieson Rd. 
Apt. 1-5, Toledo, Ohio 213613. It has good repro, but I don’t think too mcuh of the con
tents. The astrological charts look like the work of Lee Hoffman.

CONCLAVE IV is being held in Detroit, and it says there will be many interesting ev
ents at it. For info write WALDO & MAGIC, INC., PO Box MiU, Ypsilanti, MI lj.8197.

Ridiculous observation, isn’t it? That this snake, so fine at once, now seems little 
in the conspiracy involving the mind which was once useless, functional, apparatus, likely 
to be sphered, invidious, intelligent, the suggestion evident in the manifestation of the 
snake is surreal, capacity, unorthodox.

Hittites the bones, somewhere, elsewhere, unusual, manifest, thorough; the three eyes 
of the snake, the sum, the irregularities, onyx.

He was hero manifest in observation, sacred in blood, un
toward in purpose, thorough, inescapable, clinch-matic, unobser- 
vabJe, cinematic, by regularity a hero.

She- was climactic, purposive, unasking,' favorable, seeing, 
critical, close, nearical, green in color.

Unmatched by this sterling rivalry they became doubly ob
sessed by the observable phenomena latent and inherent in 
the vice which was untoward though doubly asked in the city 
whych had once lost a latent mutant, down street of dreams 

• Closely observable, they phenomenologically, obsessed 
always by their twain destiny, rode again, through honking 
observable data lately compressed between two leaves of 
a buttressed tree,-a tongue in book, observable, highly 
favorable, unarcane in knowledge, hunting the obsessed down 
Corridors of dreams, along the thin edge of tomorrow's line 
past the haunted school.

Then trouble began. Unawares, ’the villain arode, 
: striking down all dutchmen, unfavorable,' foreseen, latent, 

■ mutant, ready to triumph the triumvepate, all-chicken, 
passable, scheming but clever, uncalled-for, hero was 

'awakened by the desperate hour. He in a clinch rode 
destry down the long dusty trails, again unasked for 
uncalled-for combat, combati'tive, striking down 
mutant, mutants again in the hitch, ready to ask 
or not ask the berserkeP question, open for the 
least suggestion, beddable, riding to a hitch by 
the post which barkened from the favorable bar door. They held 
up and robbed- the stage.

She quickly closed her curtain and shade and made as if to 
strike a lamp. But he was not hero before the bed. Climactic 
scene on television reawakened mutant who lectured voluably, dis
closing the undisclosed enigmatic question of the TV whose current 
was.A,C. powered.

Night rode down the unending silences.
But why was Destry again at the trails? Who were Butch Cassidy 

and the Sundance Kid. Who was there (free) at the hanging. Why was 
Suddance “The Midnight?" How about Siddhartha. Who goes down 
to the river by the sudden awakening, bakening in the sudden
mud? All unanswered questions THE END



Contrary to widespread belief/ by far the most popular of numbers 
lexicon is "One" (1). This demol /ishes the myth that 7 or’11 are the

in thb mathdmatical
ishes the myth that 7 or’ 11 are the most sought Jof all
taste of being Number "1," Numero Uno, Top Dognumbers, as who can deny the swee

IN DOOR The Who, Why,. What, When ft Where of Number ONE OUT DOOR by Al Hansvo^ 
The first 'of. the cardinal numbers' an3 the 1st of the ordinal 

numbers.
The pre-eminent of the prime numbers, all of which have no fac

tors save each and itself.
In Roman numbers, it is the I which signifies self.
The terminal digit of countdown after which all hell breaks loose* 
In computers, that which together with the negative digit zero (0) 

comprises the binary twins on which this en
tire technology rests

One signifies open while zero 
J ’signifies shut

Honcho, Big-Cheese, the Big Ehchihzda,. Mr. Big, Godfather of Godfathers
‘of Champions, Shogun, Peer of all 
Autocrat, King of the Hill.

Peers, Most Equal of Equals

Picture the way it is in reaPicture the way it is in rea . life, Baby. This is the scene 
- At the epitome of effort, the gladLator(s) stand slack-jawed

with glazed eyes before the multitude (and/or the all-seeing
eye of TV), whose delirious membe 
air, screaming "We're Number One" 

Whether you're a 6apo in the
King, For® Motors, Uncle Sam or t

’,s stab forefingers into the 
to all and sundyy.
4afia, Avis Rent-a-Car,' Burger

at all whatsoever, - 
or lesser positions
ly to scale the mountain peak.

"One" rhymes with "Won," and 
’’ didn't win, ergo, you lost, wheth::

_____  ____ __ .Ie Russian Bear, nobody but none 
positively on no account wants to be Number 2, 

; in the numerical scale, and will fight vicious-

the assumption is that if you 
r you are in Tibet and "W^on" or

in Mexico and "Juan." It is faulty logis to reason in this manner
win, you gained something of valu
it could be said that you didn't : 
could be said that the winner die 
the victor. Try calling him the '

. This destructive competitior

if it was just the knowledge of
lose—you just failed to prevail 
not win, but simply prevailed.

Head 
hampionJefe'.

didn't

In the same vein
ut try to tell that to

Thus
i, it

Even if you 
hy you didn't.

prevailer,"
must cease. From now on everyone will be Number "One,"

To distinguish the players, there]will be subdivisions: one point one. One point two. One
point three, and so on numerical]; 

This system will not work, t ■
will work oneders in this turbulent world.

V as far as necessary.
owever, unless everywa gets the pofinht. If we all do, it

ZINES: MOUTH OF THE RAT #10, Grdat Bhang Theory Press, 151 SW 15th St #1, Boca Raton, 
: Florida 33h32 is a fansine that continues on in its own inimitable manner,

• • T

APA H #67, Kurt Erichsen, 5 
F&SF BOOK CO. INC., PO Box 

instead of an inde 
IN ONE DOOR...OUT THE OTHER by A

.-POETRY HAVEN, ■ 
reviews by J.T

and humor by J.T., #U. D
THE NORMAN CONQUEST by

various po</ts, #5

#7. Eric Kollenber
#5.

66 Jamieson Rd Spt 1-5, Toledo, Ohio U3613.Tucker cover.
15, Staten Island, New York 10302.
to PL this year, may I present HIGHLIGHTS FROM PABLO 
en Hansvold, issues #h-50. THE TECHNOLOGICAL ERA by J,

#3. THE ATIVISMS (fic) J.T., #3. Fanfic, poetry, 
ver by J.T., #h. Anti-Universe Cover by J.T., #5.

IN T&&-^LACE OF SEEMING by J.T., #5. Postal cartoon and
x Bros, cover, #6?\(The Frodo Issue). Archetypes cover by J.T 

 

C.D. Doyle, David Merkel, #7. Worth Rereading by Ken Fickle, #7• 
Quality cover, #8. ( HEINLEIN-GRAVE MAN WITH AyURPOSE by J.T. DEVELOPMENT OF HOBBITS., J.T. 

 

#8. #9: The Rubrick of ^O's Fandom and Space Ships, Return to Earth

kel

Tee
ROBOT MUST DIE by J.T./#12

Quasitoad by

by J.T, 
Perzine

Quasitoad/by Merkel. #10: Beatles
POem by a computer

1, Merkel, Kennis with CA

kle. < 
rt

ver. MESOPOTAMIAN'CIVILIZATION by .J.T. #11: 
NOTHING VS. THE SIRENS OF TITAN, and THIS

Pulp Art: A Nostalgic Feast by Ken Fic- 
Hollis, Kenaga, McCullen. #13: Windycon

Bake
Hahn, McC^thy. #lh: takeoffs on Vonnegut, poems by Jerry 

appeared almost every issue since that time). Hol
lenberg cover. #15: '" Jungle cover by Joy Linden. 
Teetsell, Hahn, Boigt, tribble-takeoff lay Kollen- 
berg, variety of poets. #16: phot o of ed on 
cover backed by Kollenberg illo. Bill Bridget's 

first 01 Deranger column. Quasitoad, 
Eric Thiel, Dana Marshall. #17: 

Pan Dan Chee cover, Dizzy Jayne 
From the Pieid Chain by Pan 

Dan Chee, various poets & wri- 
ers. #18: NASA photocover in

cluding rocketeers in.their spa
ceship, Fic & Poems by Diane Gil-



rt, VENGEANCE by Thomas -N.- Johns*#I?f ■'Several articles by various authors on insect* 
eating plants, THE BRIDE OF CONAN by Kimdcll Ingle, Father Christinas Letters reviewed, open < 
letters by Garth Danielson to Bill Bridget and Bill Bridget to "Jay Kinney." #20: fiction 
by Mike Brewer, Hans-Perter Werner, John Van Natta, and Steve Sneyd, interview with Gahan 
Wilson by Stan Timmons, rebuttal to Turkey Alert by Chris Rock. #21: Autoclave Reprtt 
and tapes and photos, APA-H reprints. #22: All-Bozo Cover, photo of Carole Chayne Lewis, 

* James Dunsany steal, jazz article, RING A^O by Carole Lewis, Interview with George Lucas 
■ by Paul Scanlon. #23: Harper, convention reports, Robert E. Howard reprint, novelties by 

Randy Ebner. #2b: Windycon report and phonos, politics, tapes. #2£@ perdition cover, 
old Deranger, fandom reprints. #26: curse cover, Vagrant thoughts by Mark Thiel, fiction 
by.Sneyd (a regular) and the Bud Plant hoax... #27s cover showing editor’s possessions in 
photolith, Bloch story, Sneyd story, Bp Diddley cartoon. #28: novelties, mundanities.

-=#29: Andruschak space-shuttle cover, World’s End article, and variety. #30: Ben Bova’s 
career by Ben Bova and variety. #31: views of Lafayette, fantasy art masterpiece, poems 
by Dave Szurek, article by Robert Bloch. #32: sf meeting reports, analog reivew. #33: 
Review of a play, by Mike Yeager, and the usual gang, which I had by then. #3h: Buddhism 
article, fantasy ptory by Carole Lewis. #3^: THE PLEASING CREATURES by Steve Sneyd, faan 
awards critique and fan quiz. #36: good cover, Old Deranger, various hoaxes, #37: Laurel 
Beckley art, Van Vogt article, various humor, satire and parodies. #38: Lord Buckley, 
Carole Lewis, SLAR WARS, Tolkein takeoff. #39: photos of Lafayette, Flash Gordon story

■ and various hidden things, revealed! #h0: jazz, the usual gang, accusation of Dick Geis 
as homo. #Uls Trendein cover, the usual variety. #lj.2: various stuff that should never 
have been printed and a new column by Tony Renner. #h3: Carole Lewis cover, songs, re
views, Ursula LeGuin sendoff, love message to Gil Gaier. #Lih:Carr, Ellik, Ted White, Andy 
Young, Tom Condit, P. Howard Lynns, Pete .Graham and Dave Rike with some pretty negligible 
material. #U$: Ayn Rand Cover by Roy Lichenstien, The Lost Secret of Nefertiti by Carole 
Lewis, Hot Dog column by Flint Mitchell, David Skov story, the return of Hollis, #h6: Cas
sius Clay cover by Carole Lewis, columns and features. #h7: Fake Salvador Dali cover, E*d» 
wqrd Lear poem, new Szurek poem, pro author interview. #U8: typical issue, #U9: Bob Dy
lan cover by Virgil Parch, etc. As you can see., ’toward the last I have developed a stable 
crop of contributors (hope they don't object to that way of putting it)—regular features 
and so on. There are no surprises to the reader in these later issues. But there is good 
sound solid quality. As jiou can tell, I think I edit a promag.

Those who didn’t see me at this year’s Windycon shall now know the reason why, I was 
finally able to persuade: someone to drive me up (my own car, Bucket of-Bolts, would never 

.make a trip that long) and he was my own brother, Kurt, who I’m sure would have been mis
erable staying at the hotel. However, he was informed by his place of employment, Mont- 

' gomery Wards, that he could not have any of those- three days off. Then I discovered my 
other brother, Eric, would be attending a Union meeting simultaneously. It turned out that 
it was not quite simultaneous-it would be.one day before the convention began to one day 
before it ended. So the reservation I had.made the previous day for Saturday night would 

•have to be switched to Thursday and Friday nights. I called to make the change and was

on my A'

informed by the committee that those nights were all booked, even though two days previous 
they had had several rooms for the busiest day of the convention. Sudden influx of late- 
drriving conspirators returning from the last .Windycon’s Quiencietta, no doubt. So I can
celled the reservation I had made, and the people at the Hilton heard me and agreed to can*
cel it—I feel, iClave experience, that I should mention this point in print 

\ immediately. As you can see, there was static at both 
I ends. It's very difficult to ^et to a convention. I’m 

J not too disappointed----I was anticipating a miserable 
Y experience, and 

\----------------------------------------------- , "the kind of an-
_. ... ( rawer I’ got ver- 

\_____________________r ' ified my anticipations
xl. / ( ( (you may have thot
____/ \ \\ A * I 3 vcriiyPeI* 
—"ST x. for sercca^ lihes

there.)







to do.
forget which

or: niTOfeiG;
Deros at ARCHON?

Z .

ven correct! (If there are any readers who are not fam-
iliar with the "Shaver.Mystery,’’ a condensation is in order: Shaver 
said, among other things, that there are two races that live under

rthe earth: the Detrimental Robots—Deros—and the Integrative Ro
bots—Teros.— Both of these races are fighting for
dominance of the upper earth—luckily, among themselves. There's 
a lot of other trivia attached to the story, like the "telaug 
beam," the mysterious "alphabet," etc., but that's the basic 
synopsis of it.)

I can definitely prove that there are races of beings in 
caves beneath the earth—because I have been taken

&

thereS It all started, calmly enough, at 
ARCHON THREE. I fiad just left

A room 815, where my best 
7 friend was busy having 

' sex with my girlfriend 
at the time. ("She 
didn't enjoy it," he 
later lamented • I
.decided that, (since

* sex was no longer an 
option at the con- 
vention) that I’d 
investigate my theory 
that grossly over
weight people are 
telepathically

. in charge of fandom 
v ■ To make a short story long, I quickly cornered one, which wasn’t too hard 

.... showed him my well written and researched article that had appeared in PL # (I
/one). Looking through it, he just replied, "Why yes, that’s true—what there is o£ it." I 
suddenly noticed that he had four of his porcine friends with him. "Would you care to go

‘into the elevator with us?" he said.
Realizing that I had no choice, I went inside with him and his "friends". He pressed

each button in a certain order, and the car began rapidly descending. At first, I worried 
that the cable had snapped, due to the combined tonnage of all of us there. "We're just 
going to the center of the earth," he said calmly,

Great. And me without a camera. I then noticed that he was fanning himself with a 
tattered copy of the June, 19117 issue of AMAZING STORIES. How appropriate! Instantly (well 
not really "instantly") I began to comprehend a pattern:, their weight was the result of 
centuries in the "pleasure mech," undoubtedly combined wjtth the "growth mcch!" (Pleasure 
and growth mcch refer to machines which supply the Deros with everything they nedd—thus, 
they never need to leave the machines—no wonder they get so large—nonmoving for centuries.' 
These particular examples, though, were regular dieters compared to some of their comrades— 
who might attain several tons in weight!)

I asked him as such, and he nodded in assent. The elevator sped on.
Abutt the 20,000 level, I asked him of his intentions. "Why, to conquer fandom—and 

with it, the world!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, but look at what happened to Saint Deglar when he tried it!" I replied.,

”"A moot point," he scoffed. "And besides, he doesn't have my army!" The elevator 
stopped at that point, and we. all stepped out, into the caves. There is no adequate de
scription that I could ever give of what I saw: the hugeness of it was overwhelming. Vast 
machines covered every wall, with their huge vacuum tubes still glowing; the original cover 
art'for every issue of AMAZING STORIES that ever existed (including the new ones) scattered 
out/ throughout the'cave; even the embalmed bodies of fambus SF fans were, there, in large 

.display cases. ......
And there was an empty case—with my name on it!
"We're giving you good accomodations," my guide said.
I quickly evoked an old aphorism of minej to be used only in hard times: when in dan

ger—simper! After twenty minutes of disgusting pleading and whining, he gave up. "I’m 
sending you back," he said; "Too bad you'll never be able to prove it!" He turned to one 
of the larger machines, "Telaug thought record—off!"

The next moment, I woke up in my hotel room, my friend saying, "Why, you have no rea
son to be mad at me—after all, you had no claim on her!"

So, here I am. Was it a dream,’an actual occurance, or a telepathic projection? Only 
hhe Deros know for sure. , ; ■ . .

ZINES: ARECIBO Darryl Wilkinson, 9800 Gentry, Saint Louis, Missouri, 63125 is recommended 
qt least to Flint Mitchell, since saint louie ’is roughly where he lives. He will want to 
know this guy, if he doesn't already. This.issue is largely devpted to an analysis of "Flo
wers for Algernon" with a cover to match—the rest of it, other sf problems.

Another zine from St Louis is of course Flint's own, FANDOM SQUEAKS (1100 Hitt'St.Apt. 
1111, . Columbia, Missouri 65201) a. news sheet. Try one of Flint's zines. A.nd plugs the 
Stellar Fantasy Society, 982 White Oak Road, Cincinnati, Ohio U52U5* which Flint pretty 
obviously supports. It.might be worth joining for some of you.



■"LETTERS'-(fractionated from THE, ARMED ATTACK)

S' TERESA MURPHY, 6079 N. Kirkwood, Chicago, Illinois
6: You will be at Windycon perchance? Hm, I in

tend, to be there with most.of the brats, the youngest of 
whom is not yet Ui. I will be wearing my lethal sword

MS
and dagger on Friday and on Saturday a bludgeoning tool

f)W

that vaguely resembles a Roman short sword, I will...be in 
costume, of course, all bright and vicious (around me 
you'11 look vicious) in green and gold, Marty will be 
armed, but as he is.the fried friar his prowess is doubt
ful, At least two of the children will algo be armed, We 
are a weapon loving crew. If by some fateful accident we

—- come across you in the hall, perhaps we will honor you
with the opportunity to hold a diplomatic discourse.with 

you to the purpose of.firmly disabusing your,feeble mind of the sadly mistaken.impression
that I find the nun-orientated comments in reference; to my person amusing. Mayhap we could 
initiate a permanent cessation of such ill-advised remarks on pain of my severe displeasure, 
(At last, the real DSD----if I am. approached by this nauseating assemblage I'm likely to send 
the lot of you into the yard.)

John dear, your reply to-my leprosy spiel was fretfully inadequate. A. Ie per,being men
tally, intellecttally, psychologically, spiritually and/or physically outcast is not much 
affected by others’ efforts to prevent what you misguidedly consider anesthetizing himself, 
Killing would be a better term, or step-by-step corrosion, amputation or vivisection if you 
prefer more picturesque terminology. But anesthetize—no. Anesthesia is- not permanent, the 
numbness of leprosy is. Also, you did not even attempt to explain to me why lepers weren't 
safe. I am disappointed if you spurn such golden opportunities to argue with me. If Tony 
Renner has ever read any of my letters he shouldn't have had'the gall to-address such mushy 
puritanist slop as religion in my direction. I am at best an agnostic. Churches in gener-
al are composed of a small devout minority and a majority of hypocrits, brain
washing victims, and pompous bureaucrats who ladle out suet in the name of a 
love that is nothing more than pity, guilt and contempts P.oor Christ is pro
bably having a metaphysical apoplexy at the lot of meaningless dogma, politics 
greed, trite crap, and oppressive restrictions to which his name and his spir
itual sanction has been forged. The closest I come to'morals is having in 
place of them the principals of laissez faire capitalism, within which bounds 
I am often immoral, I do not waste love, respect and pride on a bunch of no
minds that haven't earned it from me because some papist in a white collar 
who learned his -rhetoric in the same class as Shakespeare but failed unlike 
the bard tells me that I ought to or that I owe it. People aren't born love-

You iOipT,'
PAN'S lObUT

Afi ;
'v/

IP'9 th £7
able. They have to become loveable. And some just ain't got the material to

■ work with. Well, John, it's time-for me to hop a bus and go to psychology class to learn 
technical terms for' my psychoses.

FLINT MITCHELL, ^00 Hitt St., Columbia, Missouri 6^201: Another McGowan cover, eh?
Someday, that boy's got to learn how to draw. As a tracing, it passes muster, though.

• Your editorial, as usual, was amusing—but are you sure Elst Weinstein will ever get 
““to heaven? Mick Yeager's theatrical review simply proves that he doesn't know anything

about live theatre. Confusing a scene change with a major part of the action in a play— 
well, it just doesn't strike me as intelligent. (-The scene change was all there was to it.)

"Sneyd's A FRIEND IN NEED was undoubtedly the best thing I've ever seen him write, and 
was certainly one of PL's best features in many a moon.. I do wish he had made it longer
though^ as the plot's interesting enough to carry it to a greater length than it was. As 
it was, it was good, and might even win a conspicuous PHANDUMB award from me,

IN ATLANTIS simply brought attention to a subject that's been covered too much in the 
past, so I’ll simply ignore it for now.

THE ARMED ATTACK— ah yes, little Tony Renner chose to comment in this issue tooi In
cidentally, there is no room 771 at the hotel where ARCHON was staged. If little Tony says 
he stayed in it—well, it/ must have been another con. (Never did get to meet him there, 
fortunately or unfortunately—one of my clones did, though, and gave me a full report). I'm
glad to see, though, that Tony has survived so well from the major surgery he had to 
take. (Bet youire glad you're "all man" now, Tony.)
’ , The back cover was also highly amusing, and a perfect endpiece for the ish. Is 
what Lichenstien calls "camp art?" (Yes) ’

Brian Henry mighty be making a pilgrimage to: see you (well let him come.)

under-

•Me M 
or.

■JuM A c
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TALES FROM THE NECRONOMICON translated by Jerry

that

Baker
c.v. II B 

"R'leyh"
And so it came to the ears of the poet B'hai-lee 

that the King of the City of Irelah would burn the 
Scrolls of the Mad in public ceremony at the Temple of 
The Ancient Ones high atop The Hill of The Idiot-God, 
Azathoth.

So fearing for the safety of those who had in
scribed The Scrolls of the Mad (himself included), he 
hastened to the red-scarred megalith of the sorcerer 
Reh-Kab and begged for his assistance in halting the 
ceremony to burn The Scrolls.

"0 noble magickian," began B'hai-lee, "The King



has decreed that The Scrolls of the Mad be burned!"
"Indeedl" exclaimed the wizard. ■ "Does he not realize what The 

Ones might do when they learn of this?"
"He obviously does not feat Them," replied B’hai-lee.
"Not fear Lord Cthulhu?" cried Reh-Kab. "He be the mad one!"
"In truth, I do believe it to be so," affirmed the poet.

* Reh-Kab exclaimed, "By the night-gauntsI He must be stopped!"
"Can your sorceries and magicks stop him?" queried the poet.
"I think soj indeed, they must, ere The King raises the wrath 

of Those That Shun The Light," answered the necromancer.
Reh-Kab quickly began his preparations; papers were hastily 

cast upon the floor and the table was soon laden down with coloured 
.. powders, bubbling liquids and occult paraphenalia. The mage then 

brought forth from a secret hiding place an iron-bound box^, where
from he took a tome which caused even the scribes of The Scrolls 
of the Mad to shudder.

"Yes, o poet," said the sorcerer, "tis a copy of The Gods Dream which I must use in 
the ceremony." (-an early work of Ivar Jorgensen?}

"If you must, then it will be so," answered B’hai-lee.
The sorcerer lit several tapers and burnt incense. Then, as the bubbling liquids be

gan to change their colours, he opened the book and began a silent prayer.
As Reh-Kab read, B’hai-lee went to the side of the sorcerer’s tower, where he watched 

the Temple of the Ancient Ones through a piece of strangely cut crystal.
The poet saw an odd procession making its way up The Hill of The Idiot God Azathoth 

and so informed the wizard.
"Sorcerer! They have started their ceremonial fires!"
Reh-Kab then solemnly intoned, "0 Great Cthulhu, Most Powerful of Them All, hear our 

plea. Blasphemers deign to burn Your most holy truths, 0 Great Cthulhu, Hei! aa-shanta 
’nyghi"

Suddenly, ih a blur of motion, a shape entered the magickian’s chamber. Then before 
them stood a tall slim figure wrapped in a gayly plumed robe.

"Heil aa-shanta ’nyghi I have come in answer to thine prayers, o wizard," said the 
figure before them, and although his face was hidden by a mask of yellow silk, they saw the 
strangers' eyes shine with humour.

"You...you are Lord Cthulhu?" asked Reh-Kab.
"Nay. Let it be known that I am Nyarlathotep, Messenger of The Old Gods!"
The two fell to their knees in supplication, but the God-Shape bid them rise.
"I have come to take thee to thy Lord Cthulhu, for in the City of Irelah, only thee 

two shall be saved from the wrath of Our Master. In his anger, he will smite the City for 
the destruction of the holy Scrolls of the Mad. Now come, we must depart."

So saying, the trio joined hands and Nyarlathotep took them high above the doomed City* 
As they watehed, they saw the waters of The Skai River begin to rise and spill over into 
the environs of Irelah. Then strange flopping shapes began to wwim into the collapsing city^ 

"They ba shoggoths and sea-things of Cthulhu, which have long desired human flesh*" 
said the Godling which held them, noting their discomfort as the beasts clutched living per* 
sons and drew them unresisting towards their gaping mouths.

"Come. Cthulhu has decreed you be taken to Narkhopolis wherein you shall revive his 
forgotten name," said Nyarlathotep,

"But what of the City?" asked B’hai-lee.
"Cthulhu in Irelah," muttered Reh-Kab.
"No! In his infinite wisdom, no mention of that doomed dwelling will be made. In

stead it shall be known as Sunken R’leyhl"
And Nyarlathotep laughed.

Figure it out for yourself. Remember the King was gone. Now, what do you know, it’s 
another zine. WAHF-FUL is edited by J.R. Herman, 7B Kingsbury St, Croydon Park, NSW 2133, 
Australia, and is a composite of what people most of whom live in Australia have to say.

CONGRESSMAN FLKED FITHIAN REPORTS Floyd Fithian, Congress of the United States, House 
of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 20^15 is a number of notes on what Fithian and others 
are doing about energy-saving, Inflation, SALT etc. I see that our local Fithian workshop 

will be in Ivy Tech down on Wabash Avenue. I thought that 
old building was haunted. Maybe it is and they don’t par
ticularly care. Anyway this makes a good cut-rate read.

If it isn’t righteous it isn't a zine and TIGHTBEAM is 
righteous. Edited by Lynne Holdum for the N3F, from PO Box 
5, Compton Lakes, New Jersey 0?Uh2, TB is mostly self-righ
teous, like THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN. After a YEAR OF THE SHEEP 
cover and sparse contents, we find a letter column full of 
obscenities, political profanations, impeachment notices 
to the officers, head and ball-stomping, lunatic foolish
ness and codified gaspings. There’s no sense to it at all
and it isn't a very wise thing to publish. Lynne looks 
like someone who tried to trace someone in Chicago, was 
referred to Detroit, was referred by them to her own area 
of the country, was referred by them to Florida, sent for 
a list of all known contacts of the young fellow and got 

in trouble with fandom for the unthinkable pains she took. 
TIGHTBEAM is a really down, out fanzine ancPa read not fit 
for a king.



I WASN'T SUFFICIENTLY WELCOME AT THIS YEAR'S WINDYCON ConRep by John Thiel
As you've already seen by the photo cover; I did manage to get to the WindyCon after 

all. I was able to get accommodations in my brother's hotel, atfd commute to the Arlington 
Hilton, which was only ten miles away.^ My brother was attending a Meat-Cutter's Union Meet
ing, being Vice President of the; Local. We left at 8;OO at night and were able to get 
there at about 11:30. The night-driving along the direct route was plenty bad. It was 
better when we got to Chicago but the Dan Ryan Expressway by night is a pretty bad go, too* 
One mistake on that route and you're dead. It's eight lanes both ways included and nicely 
lit, but the overpasses and tunnels are confusing, the turnoffs rare and•dangerous, aver
age speed is £0 mph and actually, it pays to go at exactly the speed everyone else is mak
ing because traffic is generally four auto-lengths apart with thousands of people using it 
at the same time. Chicago had- some interesting Molochs this time around, with autistic 
lighting effects. I saw many fascinating city neighborhoods and would have liked to turn 
off the expressway and explore they.(particularly since there seemed to be interesting peo
ple in them) but of course I have a. lot of business that needs taken care of.

The motel looked fairly nice When-we got there, but we had gotten to the wrong one. 
This one had pretty women dining in places next to it. When we got to the actual place it 
was a large dirty brick hotel with scary elevators and was next to nothing human. I hated 
the-people I saw there but when I met some .of them later they were all right- and I bven had 
breakfast with a couple of fellows from Lafayette that Eric knew. .

It was Thursday night when we arrived and I had to wait until morning to get to the 
hotel (I imagine they would have been impolite to me if I had shown up at 1:00 a.m.) and 
after doing just that*I had that breakfast I was telling you about and then Eric drove me 
to the hotel Arlington, which as usual was situated in the middle of nowhere with nothing 
but a racetrack near it. Next year the con's at the Hyatt-Regency, won't that be fun. Fair
ly good choice for a hotel there.

’ -It is very difficult to remember what happened when I .arrived' at the hotel. I knew 
no one and what they*said didn't thoroughly register on me. In fact, there whs hardly any
one there. I was one of the first arrivals. I was there at nine and the registration desk 
didn't open until twelve. I took my tape recorder and tapes, my camera, flash bulbs an^ 
films, my PLAYBOY, a few other items, my fanzines, and the two. interesting records I'Jiad . 
brought, and placed them op display on the registration table and sat on a nearby chair to 
see if they would be interesting to people. As they trickled in the fans did give my dis
play the once-over (a couple of them even got paranoid). Most of the early people I saw, 
however, were.dcros sabotaging the hotel while giving the.impression that they were con- . 
structing a new wing and revitalizing the parking lot.-. Later some guy that looked like. 
Shaver himself came in dressed in the same work-cloths and hard-hat that the dcros were 
affecting. He gave me some jaw profile and. proceeded on his errand. I crossed out one of 
the sf movies on the movie list and substituted a movie -called "Jim and His Friend," but 

. saw no other oppofctunitios for graffiti-work. No one mentioned it so I guess it didn't 
have the nova-expressiven'ess of good graffiti.. Most of the movies they had listed were 
clinkers, brought in I guess in response fo a demand for sf movies at cons (film-viewing l 
has, always been difficult at conventions as usually they only have had a standing order for 

► "The Day the Earth Stood Still" rather than a filmlibrary). .The only really good one.was 
"The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T," but they had a few other-good, titles. ’ .Most of the time not., 
even the titles were good. .. ' ' c • .

Finally the registrators did come around and I cleared my stuff off the table and was 
one of the first to be registered, signifying nothing. Hell, why should it? I listed my
self as APA-H & N3F representative and Lafayette Interstellars official on my name tag. I 
read my program book. I went into the lobby and there met Fred Ja.cobcic, who was more con
vivial, I thought, than' he. had been at the Autoclave, but he still wasn't convivial enough, 
in my opinion. Fred said he was going to have lunch and. I said T'd join him since I wanted 
to spy out what the prices were. After he put His slok or.whatever away, his gymshoes (no 

• ’I'm confusing him with Randy Reichardt—Fred's from Michigan,not Canada) we went to the 
,' cafeteria and I did see what the prices.were. I had had a beer in the bar and'it post me 

$1,90, The food was per capita a bit cheaper and I was able to order a club sandwich of 
some kind. Fred got a more, expensive, layer sandwich and. left half of it. I had-an in
teresting discussion with him which was expressed partly for the benefit of. the other fans 
in the cafeteria. The hotel was rather small, really, but there were eight other conven
tions going on simultaneously and it was hard to say if people, were fans. On the other 

■ hand,- a few kids I had never suspected were fans turned out to be, though what their names 
jjere I cannot say as they did not have tags (except maybe a,b,c,d, on their sides). After 

■ - lunch Fred went to his room or somewhere and I explored the hotel, including behind the 
scenes. , I set things up so I could keep any business meetings from taking place, for I 
was imitating hotel security. And none did take place through the whole con; by the time 
I left they were unnecessary as everyone knew-what the -business would be anyway.

In the lobby I met.Roger Reynold, a new friend who straightened my tie for me on one 
occasion. He had a baneful crudzine he edited which he gave ihe to read and it had a regu- 
lar column by Bob Tucker in it. Roger had so many friends that I met a lot of people thru 
him. Even girls; Roger claimed to be a satyr-.

While exploring the hotel I met Unit and Buck, two.cute little kids dressed up in 
strange spacer costumes with flashguns. I photo'd them and they asked me in metallic voice- 

- s if they could have the zine in which they were printed. I said I would send them each 
a copy and they had done business. . '

Back in the lobby a little later on I saw Fred Jacobcic again and he had been watch- 
. ■ ing baseball on tv up in his room. While talking he spotted Mike Lowery in the art room 

and I went over and got him and we discussed N3F business, with particular/ emphasis on 
its problems.. Then the APA-Panel came up and I left them there to discuss things together. 
They seemed to be getting along pretty well.



Lowqry said I had been a coward printing the retraction,^ my statement (this is while 
, _ * _ ^chmidt in IGNISPHERE. I practWally pushed the stupid motha in

the.face. That was n'.t...cowar dice, merely whimsey. will ask Mike again to calm down about 
making statements about me1. .1 think he will, understand. • -

At tha;APA panel I pay. Mike Glicksohn wino had just been kissed hello by a person who 
reminded me of Gil Gaier except that he wa$ too young to be him. I asked Mike if he would 
repeat the comments he.had made to me in print about the worth of my fanzine reviews on my 
tape recorder and he .did so, using words like "asinine" and "a little thought is required", 
and so forth; however, my tape recorder wasn't working. Then he went up and joined the 
others on the panel and it’ got under way. Joni- Stopa (reminds me of Jon Stopa, a man who 
has apparently disappeared in-Tandon) and "Suford" Lewis (you know, like Susan Ford) (likej. 
FLADNAG) were two other panelists.,-There were three panelists. I asked them "How can one 
edit a gaodzine that will get lots 'm' lots of good reviews?" and had to translate it a 
bit before they could answer it, but-then Glicksohn gave me an answer that was very helpful 
and informative. At least it was delivered in a helpful and informative tone of voice arid 
with an expression to match. It seemed to me dritical of myself in the choice of wordage. 
The others didn't have much of. a shot at answering it.

One time during the panel the lights went out and I took advantage of the darkness to 
tell everyone, "You sharpen razor blades with pyramids," They gave me an honorary pyramid 
on the head.

I met Yale Eideken, who as at previous conventions didn't have much to say. I met 
Chip Bessler and asked him if he were a Chip off the old Bloch. I ashould have hsked him 
if Bestler were a faanish Alfred Bester. I called Ross Pavlac a fruit. I called William 
Tenn a second-rater. (He disappeared from the hotel before formalities were commenced.)! 
got Greg Rihn confused with Greg Hills. I missed Luke McGuff. I also missed Mary Theresa 
Murphy. I saw several girls wearing swords and knives who could have been her, but didn’t 
get a chance to look at any of their name tags. I met Larry Propp and told him that my 
suitcase (which I carried all day) was like his name a Profp 
the hotel and he said he had. He said the Hiatt Regency would be largp>

I asked him who had selected

con
enough for a world-

The Quintet Tournament turned out to be nonexistent. Yale gave me 
get there which actually led to behind-the-scenes offices I had already 
it wasn't open on Friday, just posted on Friday. The people down front 
tiste had ne-ger heard of it.

phony directions to 
seen. Then he said 
including Mr. Bap-

The Meet-the-Everybody party wasn't too bad, just a series of skits about how fucked 
up everything was and a Negro .M.C. who did primitive ritual dances, to introduce every act. 
I asked Unit and Buck to sit with me but they sat with someone else. I ended up sitting 
with a Britisher with a battle scarf around his head and some ghost-like guy with an air of 
decadent suavity about him that also looked like he might have some intellect but didn't 
show any, a good cover for me. They kept yelling things at the actors that were worse than

-what I was yelling. Some woman asked me if I worked for hotel security. Now 
interest her? A strange dwarf on an electricly-powered wheelchair that I had

why'd that 
noticed earlier

■and asked for a light was there with a bunch of his friends, and a close-eyed woman with
a young homosexual boy that I had to talk to when asked by the acting M.C. to 
person on my left. How first fandom would have loved that, (what? that.)

talk,to the

A big surprise was to meet Ken Fiikle in the huckster room. I guess I had assumed he
wouldn't attend any conventions without me. Maybe he assumed I couldn't get to any without
him. Anyway, this new Indianapolis fan had driven up, and brought his magazines with him, 
and was huckstering and saying "Come buy." I was glad to see him.

Eventually the art toom was open and the art was as bad as usual. This year the ar
tists were a little more respectful, and I suppose some of the worst of the art had been 
cleared out. Blasphemy was -minimal. But I saw no pictures or artists that pleased me any 
more than any of the others.

I went down to thb game room and got cornered there by Unit and Buck, who almost would
n't let me out. They really gave me the time. I went up to the Darkover party and had some 
coke and vanilla cookies, chockolate chip cookies and some cookies that looked like the Crab

■ Galaxy, I told them how I had been cornered in the game room. They didn’t like me
Then I went down to the lobby to wait for my brother. The night was dark and overcast

ind the traffic was all screwed up and normally dangerous driving ahyway, and my brother 
howed late so I got quite worried, I tried to phone out of the hotel but they wouldn't let 
e. Finally I went to the latrine and as I passed the bar he teleported into it apd stepped 
it wearing a snow-white suit. I was certainly glad to be gone.

The next morning I went back to the hotel and saw there were few events scheduled. So 
I medsed around with the people and gave them secret information, particularly information 
relevant to sexual suppression. I advocated "The 5,000 Fingers" which they had been told 
was a terrible movie and went down to see it with some of them and it was quite good, but 
not as good as the first time I saw it. Hans Conreid and Lucille Ball were in it. Dr. Seuss 
was the author. Somebody blocked my view and I really gave him hell.

I went to "THE WORLDCON ISN'T WT IT USED TO BE BUT THEN IT NEVER WAS" and pointed out 
to the panel that they were lying. They agreed with this and there was <®iite an.argument, 
about how bad the convention was. It was enjoyable but my brother came in the middle of it 
nnd it was time to go home. I told them their panel was like GOG and said 'Bomb Lafayette, as ^Xd oJt of the lobby. Oh yes, I net Garth Danielson but he didn’t h eve 
much to say this year. He said it all the first year I met him, at the Autoclave. I told 
everyone that I had transacted no business whatever with anyone who didn t want sex, which 

’ is what I should have said at previous conventions but didn't, although it was pretty true 
at them, too. v

The drive home was uneventful.



^Well, that was the enc^'of the Windycon Report, but I'see fro ' ^'my uJlstolen "travel- 
notes" that there were a couple of points I forgot to mention. .One is the use of the tenter 
"fait-buck artists" on the "What's wrong with conventions" panel and another is that I pro
mised Jan Howard Finder (President of Differential Fandom() (that is, the National Science 
Fantasy Association, or Disoriented Fandom) that I would mention his new "book," "The 
Worth of Snow Jack," which is actually a fan-pamphlet short novel and is being distributed 
by some book dealer whose name I’ve forgotten. Now I wonder why I promised him that?

ZINE: FUTURE FOCUS Roger Reynolds, 1301 Bernard Avenue, Findlay, Ohio h£8U0 is a fan
zine I consider to be of little worth that has a fuggheaded crossword puzzle in the center 
that no one could work because some of the numbers don’t line up and the creator of it has 
a couple of facts wrong. Congratulations Rog, that crossword puzzle blew my mind. I’ve 
met the editor and he needs a better fanzine than this.

Oh yes, the other thing I forgot to mention about the WindyCon was that that Gaier-like 
individual was someone named Riley. I know that because of Mike Glicksohn’s referenda to 

_"Riley’s feet." /

You are receiving this issue of PABLO DENNIS because \/ you are mentioned somewhere in 
it. trade _ review ___LoC ___you have material published in it V I do not mind bestow- 

’ ing something of worth to those who dwell in earthly realms ___you fugin insulted me __You 
are a potential customer for Burlicon (do you believe it’s an upcoming convention?) _ the 
real PABLO LENNIS is not yet available my mother knows your mother _it cures warts

LOCS: BURT LIBE (address inside): Sorry to hear the news about your father. It’s always 
hard for me to say the right things, but I wish you all the best. I'm very glad you wrote 
about it. I think a zine is best when it reflects the humanness of its editor and contri- 
buters. Certainly our society spends enough time creating and fostering fragile images. 
Put people need more to be just plain people with their full contrasts of feelings. That’s 
far more important in the long run.

Tony’s letter doesn't sound like the Renner I know. I've seen him obstinate, silly, 
thick-headed, misinterpretive, many other things, but never religious-preachy. I have nev
er even heard of dung- beetles. Where have you gained your knowledge? -(Burt says he has 
help on writing his letters from some little dude named "Incon" and promises more on him 
later, but I’m running out of space. When I get more I’ll let Libe do his version of Geis 
aid alter ego.}

ROBERT KASSELBAUM, 21262 Lemontree Ln, Huntington Beach, Calif, 926U6: PL U? is the 
most moving fanzine I have ever read. Now, maybe you can help me. I like to get fanzines. 
But every time I get them, I find that my last name is misspelled, -(What Bob is saying here 
and elsewhere in his letter is that I’d better send him PL but he can’t afford to write 
LOCs. Very amusing Bob, but codes aten’t acceptable as Iocs. Refer to PL and write.}

PABLO LENNIS
John Thiel
30 N. 19th Street
Lafayette, Indiana U790h

3rd class mail
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